My Universe
This file will cover my universe and everything about it. As I write more about my universe
(IE, the more it expands just like our own universe), I will add new info here so check back if
you are lost on one of my new stories!
My vore stories take place in a world where certain humans are born with a special mutation
that allows them to become “preds”. Unlike many other vore universes in mine the trait is
not heritable. It increases the amount of connective proteins in the extra cellular periphery
of muscular, connective, and integumentary (skin) tissues. This occurs most notably in the
jaw (allowing it to be unhinged), esophagus, and of course the stomach and stomach area.
While vore is for the most part illegal, it is legal in self defense and also at certain locations
known as vore safe zones. These are where all people who participate in the safe zone must
have signed a contract legally acknowledging the possibility that they are eaten and
digested and consent to this risk. The most notable example of vore safe zones are univore-sities, the colloquial name for any university that allows its students to eat others. The
main one in my stories is UBHF, which is the University of BirmingHamFord, which is where
most preds in England go. For outside of vore safe zones, government programs exist to
allow the deceased in their wills or their families after they die to donate corpses to the
government which can then redistribute the corpses to preds so they don’t have to eat
living prey.
In this universe there is only oral vore so no anal, cock, etc. vore, and there is no shrinking or
enlargening so giantess/shrink vore does not happen. Also only humans exist in this world
no anthro or furries, and humans work mostly like they do IRL so no fully functional
hermaphrodites. Both males and females can become preds equally. All vore is fatal as
digestion is a brutal process in this universe much like it would be if vore existed in real life.
However, digestion is always what kills prey since preds have an autonomic reflex which
causes them to constantly gulp down air every time they breathe so the prey inside have
enough to breathe. In addition, preds, when starving, experience immense hunger pangs
that cause them to double over in pain, and if they don’t eat within 15 minutes or so of the
onset of these hunger pangs, a process known as autophagy could begin where the body
breaks itself down for energy, starting with excess fat and muscle tissues. Preds can eat
normal food although they require a lot of it (usually the equivalent of a human body mass).
The last thing to note is that preds have immense mental control over their digestion
process. This allows them to completely halt and prevent any digestion, but once they
decide intentionally to start digestion it cannot be stopped again.

The main theme of my work is of course digestion speed, with even the average being 15
minutes for complete digestion (in the western world) and the slowest digesting taking up
to only an hour. In my universe the average digestion speed varies on a number of factors.
First and most importantly is the circumstances and mindset of the person during the
digestion. The angrier or pleasured the person is, the faster the digestion while boredom,
happiness, and so on decrease digestion speed. A person who is exercising has an increased
metabolism and one who exercises often has an overall increased metabolism, leading to
faster digestion. On the other hand, sleeping and drinking (alcohol) slows down digestion.
Lastly, if a person is focusing on the digestion and intends for digestion to occur, it will
happen much faster than in casual digestion. The next factor that influences a person’s
digestion speed is their demographics including their sex and ethnicity. Males digest prey
around 2 times faster than women do. In addition, caucasians digest prey the slowest and
the ethnicity which digests the fastest are East Asians (including those of Chinese and
Japanese descent) who digest on average 10 times faster than caucasians.
OCs (original characters)John Ling
Race: Asian (East Asian/ Chinese descent)
Sex: Male
Age: 22
Height: 5’ 8”
Dick size: 10”
Mass: 120 kg (all muscle)
Association: UBHF, UBHF team
Personality: John is a cool dude with an inner punk. He tries his best to maintain his
friendships in spite of his pred nature but sometimes even he has to fall off the wagon!
Description: Even amongst preds John is feared due to his nature as a Chinese ethnicity
male, the demographic with the fastest digestion and most nutrient requirements. Even
more so, John is an athlete through and through and has developed extremely powerful and
thick muscles, especially his abs, which he uses to crush prey in his stomach by increasing
the pressure within so much that they spontaneously explode/explosively decompress. This
helps him with instant digestion. In addition, John’s metabolism is extremely strong even for
an East Asian pred due to his immensely athletic lifestyle. He usually has to feed 3 times
more often than his East Asian pred peers who do not follow an athletic lifestyle, and 12
times more than his average Caucasian pred peers. When I’m moderate exercise his
digestion is usually around 1000 times more powerful than the world average, and it stays
around there due to his even keel.

An image of John in his UBHF track uniform. His uniform shirt is very elastic so he can use it
to cover his gut even when extremely expanded.

